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The final breathtaking volume in the Tamuli series. The pace, as always, is white hot - as are the
special effects. As readers will know from Book Two, the Shining One Xanetia can melt her enemies
with a touch. Fortunately, she is on the side of our hero, and so is the god Edaemus, whose (literally)
volcanic rage will be useful in the continuing fight to save the Tamul Empire from the ravages of
sinister King Cyrgon of the Cyrgai. Cyrgon has called forth Bhelliom's equal in supernatural power,
Klael, the very essence of evil. And while Sparhawk is leading armies of Pandion Knights, Atan
giants and Trolls in battle, Queen Ehlana is taken hostage in Matherion by the renegade Styric
Zalasta and the madman Scarpa. The price for her return is no less than the Blue Rose. Taken in
chains first to the jungles of Arjuna in the South, Ehlana is tracked by Sparhawk using both
Delphaeic and Styric magic. But by then Sephrenia has been murdered and Ehlana has been
removed to the Hidden City of the Cyrgai. The City is protected by magic and by the invincible Klael.
The ultimate battle must be fought.
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Vut
Siiiigh, good 'ol Eddings.
I've come back to re-reading all his series of books since I last did so as a kid.
These books and series are still as good as ever, and it was like visiting with good friends again after
years of not seeing each other.
I'll never grow tired or Eddings' books, and this series of his is one of my favorites. These are good,
clean fun reading. Good humor when you least expect it - -and characters you can't help but like and
support while reading.
Four stars from me.
If you are into this genre of authors, Eddings is a must read, particularly is you are just starting.
This is book 3 of a continuing series though - so best to start with the number #1's, but once you've
started on those, I can promise you'll look forward to all of them.
Erthai
I have read the Eddings Belgarath, Sparhawk and Althalus stories many times and they have seen
me through some very hard emotional periods in my life. I need fantasy and amusement when things
are emotionally difficult, for me they are perfect. The other later ones I am not so keen on about the
gods etc.. However the earlier Eddings stories are fantastic as an escape I would recommend them
to anyone.
I have never read any other books as often, even Lord of the Rings, but I think you have to like
fantasy to appreciate them. Sparhawk, Athalus, Belgarath and Polgara are my favourite heroes in
literature along with with Lizzie Bennett with Fitzgerald Darcy and Jane Eyre with Mr Rochester.
terostr
good read
NiceOne
I picked this up to complete my husband's collection of Eddings series, as the final volume of the
Tamuli was quite literally the only book he was missing! I highly recommend this book, its
predecessors, and all other writings by Eddings to lovers of fantasy literature! Enjoy!
Gavinranara
The Hidden City (Tamuli, Book 3) is the 3rd book of the Tamuli series by David Eddings. The whole
series is outstanding but the Hidden City is packed with adventure, battles with powerful beings,
entertaining situations, and some surprises. This book will keep you engrosed for hours. Highly
recommended.
Nothing personal
I had already read the book and I purchased it to complete a set. But then i have almost ALL of
David Eddings books and they are all terrific!
Mayno
This is my favorite author and the book is old so I was excited when i found a first edition hard cover
to complete my series. The book was in very good condition, just as described, and wrapped very
securely. Thank You!
Loved this book and really enjoyed the whole Trilogy!
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